ACROSS
1. Ceasefire due to a fog covering river, and the effect of freezing (9)
2. A hearing finishing early in chambers (5)
3. Certain dialects found around part of Asia (5)
4. Wrap cold fish and initially freeze it with lime, oddly (9)
5. The moderation of relocating gaoled men north (6,4)
6. Experienced in soft fabric (4)
7. Into which mountain climbers may disappear? (4,3)
8. Nation having trouble in developing cure (7)
9. The girl has worried about time, and dresses (7)
10. Animals unfortunately carrying the majority of packs (7)
11. Coils age in vehicles with no roof (9)
12. Weapon used to protect uranium plant (4)
13. Put up with mug and fish (10)
14. Legal document for international meant to be played (9)
15. Part of court estates in area by river (9)
16. Bear’s hunger felt here (7)
17. Statistician in reality having right to replace lines (7)
18. Sore, but pulls clear reducing the odds (5)
19. Authority, for example, Scot regularly ignored (3-2)
20. Struggle with opinion (4)

DOWN
1. A spirit good for maturing (5)
2. Earned right of choice in business making cake (9)
3. Uncast replacements? (5,5)
4. Immigrant needing wages before end of year (7)
5. English motorway charge for land in east (7)
6. Ship of legend seeing freight skimmed (4)
7. Listener’s up, accepting one’s lift (5)
8. Coils age in vehicles with no roof (9)
9. Immigrant needing wages before end of year (7)
10. Ship of legend seeing freight skimmed (4)
11. The girl has worried about time, and dresses (7)
12. Animals unfortunately carrying the majority of packs (7)
13. Coils age in vehicles with no roof (9)
14. Weapon used to protect uranium plant (4)
15. Part of court estates in area by river (9)
16. Bear’s hunger felt here (7)
17. Statistician in reality having right to replace lines (7)
18. Sore, but pulls clear reducing the odds (5)
19. Authority, for example, Scot regularly ignored (3-2)
20. Struggle with opinion (4)

Solution 15,641